“L ore . . . Idiotic w ord! W hat does,
the w ord stand lor , ! - to the patriot
w h o ’s rea d y to d ie fo r his c o u n try —
to d ie, and, in th e m e a n tim e , to kill*
steal, lie, sw in d le , a n d torture fo r it?
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STRIKES

Has Initiative Passed to the Union Leaders?
A T the time of going to press, the
general strike in France which
has spread considerably during the
past week is still continuing. It
seems certain that the extension of
the strike—from a dispute of the
postal workers to involve almost all
government employees and bring
economic life to a standstill—has
| remained entirely spontaneous. It
is evidence of a deep-seated discon
tent with conditions of working class
life and with the administration, but
it does not seem to have any very
clearly defined objects, remaining a
movement of protest.
The more serious of the popular
press describe some of the causes of
this discontent. “An official publi
cation” writes Nora Beloff in the
Observer (16/8/53), “has revealed
that they (the French workers) enjoy
an even smaller proportion of the
national revenue than before the
war: the substantial rise in social
benefits has been more than offset
by the severe drop in real wages.
The Civil Service is proportionately
worse off than are the employees of
private business. It is difficult to
persuade these people to abandon
direct action'and to rely on Parlia
mentary processes to right their
wrongs when these processes are
constantly flouted by the upper in
come groups. It is similarly diffi
cult to justify the imprisoning of re
calcitrant strikers while tax defaul
ters, whose cost to the community
is so much higher, are amnestied.”

W ar w eariness
It also seems likely that the
strikes reflect the di&ontent of
French people with the war in IndoChina. Nora Beloff quotes a gov
ernment official as saying: “What
ever replaces this government, its
first and most popular action will be

21 Killed in Ceylon
D em onstrations A gainst P rice
Increases
TTWENTY-ONE people were killed and
* 380 arrested during demonstrations
last week throughout Ceylon against in
creases in the price of rice and of rail
way, electricity and postal charges.
Troopi and police opened fire three times
in Colombo, and the Government de
clared a state of emergency and imposed
a curfew.
Mr. Dudley Senanayake. the Prime
Minister, said that saboteurs had re
moved railway lines and in some case*
destroyed trains and buses. He told the
Lower house that arson had been re
ported in the capital. The rioters had
held up buses, disrupted telegraph and
telephone communications, and stoned
public buildings, “Unscrupulous politi
cal leaders." he said, had incited the
troubles, but the Government was deter
mined to stamp out mob violence and
maintain law and order. A Government
spokesman said that the state of emer
gency and curfew would be effective for
one month if the situation did not war
rant their withdrawal. He made it clear
that it was not martial law, but that the
inspector-general of police had been
given emergency powers. He would now
have military assistance and was em
powered to act on his own authority.
The food controller's office adjoining
the principal railway station was also set
on fire. The demonstrators were dis
persed by police and the first was put
out before it did any damage. The
Mayor of Colombo, Mr. Grero, resigned
at noon following the hoisting of a black
Hag on the Town Hall by Left-wing city
councillors.

to terminate the Indo-Chinese War
and use the additional funds and the
psychological boom to launch a new
recovery plan involving far more
radical reforms than those cwe have
proposed.”
It seems likely that French econ
omy is too highly geared, to the war
in the Far East for it to be termina
ted quite so easily, however. If the
ending of the war became a political
objective of the general strike and
were successfully achieved by direct
action, the situation would have be
come a revolutionary one, and the
consequences of such success would
raise economic and social problems
requiring
further
revolutionary
action.

Political Capital
Meanwhile, if the Communists
had no hand in starting the strike
(as is certain), the leaders of the
trade unions are now trying to make
political capital out of it. The lack
of clearly defined objectives tends
to allow the initiative to pass out of
the hands of the workers into that
of their “representatives”. The
Communist controlled C.G.T. has

declared its readiness to negotiate
with the government, while the lead
ers of the Socialist and Catholic
Unions have already been in confer
ence with the Prime Minister.
Both the Socialist and Catholic
union leaders on the one hand and
the Communists on the other are
aware of the political capital to be
made out of the strike in preparation
for the municipal elections. If they
succeed in securing the initiative
and “controlling” the workers, the
strike will end in a few concessions,
but its tremendous latent power will
have been virtually unused. The
situation is similar to that of the
General Strike in England in 1926
when the union leaders in their ne
gotiations with Stanley Baldwin
brought the strike movement to an
end with the workers once more re
duced to virtual impotence.
At the moment, however, it is not
clear whether the spontaneous move
ment has spent its force, or whether
the efforts at negotiation by the
union leaders may not succeed in
adding fuel to the discontents and
spreading the strike still further.

taxation, by the wiping off of arrears
in taxes, and by changes in the
method of taxation, so that indivi
dual initiative on the land is en
couraged, There are even tax re
bates designed to encourage those
whom the previous policy had forced
to give up their cows to buy new
animals.

Far more important however than
these are the implications of the
speech for Russian domestic policy.
By far the most significant question
here is a different attitude to the
peasants and to agriculture. Ever
since 1928 when the First Five Year
Plan was inaugurated, the Russian
State has been trying to turn indivi
dual peasants into wage workers
through the collectivization of the
farms on an industrial basis. This
attempt was an expression of the
traditional hostility of the Marxists
towards peasants, and represents an
attempt at proletarianizing the land
workers, so as to reduce their poli
tical unpredictability and bring them
into the fold of the messianic prole
tariat of Marxist ideology.

The N.E.P. Orice Again

Malenkov’s speech announces a
reversal of this trend. After the
famines of 1932 and 1933 caused |?y
the collectivization of agriculture
under the First Five Year Plan, the
Russian government retraced its
steps to some extent and allowed the
peasants, even those in the collective
farms, to own their own piece of
land and to keep a cow and other
stock. However, they returned to
the Marxist attitude to the peasants
later and tried once again to incor
porate them in a fully State-opera
ted agriculture. This drive has been
especially vigorously pushed since
the war. Now Malenkov’s speech
indicates un abandonment of this
attempt. Instead of seeking to
abolish peasant holdings and pri
vately owned cows and chickens, the
government now encourages the
peasant to work hard on his holding
and earn as much as he can. He
is to be helped by a reduction in

We have already some weeks ago
drawn attention to similar trends in
agricultural policy in Eastern Ger
many and other Russian satellite
countries. It has been described as
a revolutionary change and as a
liquidation of Stalin’s policy but
such judgments ignore past history.
Lenin also sought to industrialize
agriculture, and this policy contri
buted to produce the famines of
1918 to 1921. To restore economic
stability Lenin also returned to pri
vate ownership and the encourage
ment of private trading in the pro
gramme known as the New Econo
mic Policy (N.E.P.) launched in
1923. The various retreats from
full collectivization under Stalin’s
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Policemen Censors
nTHE BOOKSELLER this week carries are without tails, it seems that the citi- ’
the startling headline “Policemen zens are in for a more serious loss.
read books”. From the mental outlook of
The second item is that policemen
P.C.s this was sufficiently startling queueing up for pay were invited
enough to merit mention. However, the to take home one or more of about
literacy of policemen was not the item’s 400 magazines confiscated in raids on
main revelation.
retailers. A sergeant said: “Take them
It developed that a lending library, away and read them over the week-end.
long guaranteed innocuous to maiden If you find anything you think is offen
aunts of both sexes had unwittingly sive to public. decency, mark it clearly
issued a subscription to a policeman who and return the magazine. This is not an
borrowed two books in the first week order. Keep them from childfep.”
which so shocked his virgin susceptibili
So the vestal virgins of the blue lamp
ties that a summons was issued for un retired home for the week-end equipped
lawfully keeping obscene books for the with magazines and blue pencils. We
purpose of lending them on hire.
imagine that suppressed gasps and gufIt is obvious that the policeman was raws were followed with drastic on
an agent provocateur and the laws gov slaughts with the blue pencils.
erning obscenity (whatever that is) are
One never ceases to find incidents of
so framed that any book can be deemed this type where a concept of public
obscene on the judgment of a magistrate. '• decency is set up, which is entirely In
One recalls the case where the Chief fantile and sterile and all books plays,
Constable of Bury borrowed James films, radio and television must conform
Hanley’s Boy from the library and his to it and all departures are censored as
sensibilities were so shocked that a case “obscene". The latest rush of virtue is
for obscenity was brought and won
at seaside picture postcards many of
against librarian, bookseller,* publisher, which have slid “under the counter” to
printer and author. The book Boy had
re-emerge at fancy prices.
been published five years when the pro
In America, the Land of the Free, an
secution was brought and in that time it
had apparently never come to the view American publishing firm has used one
set
of laws to tiefeat another by suing
of one so pure as the Chief Constable
the police-chief of Youngstown, Ohio for
of Bury.
unlawful suppression of distribution and
The present case was adjourned to give sales of their books in Youngstown and
the High Bailiff time to read the books
winning the case. They claimed S3,500 .
in their entirety. This incident took
libel damages and $50,000 for loss of
place in the Isle of Man where the cats
business. The books were suppressed
under a local ordinance and included
books by Alberto Moravia, Christopher
Isherwood, Georges Simenon, Erskine
Caldwell and James T. Farrell.

Behind the M alenkov Speech
M O S T of the political commenta
tors on Malenkov’s “hydrogen
bomb” speech have confined them
selves to the question of the bomb,
or to the light the speech sheds on
the position of power attained by
Malenkov, or to the repercussions
of the speech for Soviet foreign
policy and international relations
generally.

I

rule represent the same necessity to
restore a disastrous economic policy
on the land from the rigid applica
tion of theoretical Marxism.
The present Malenkov policy may
be no more than a similar breath
ing space. It may be that the newer
generation of Soviet administrators
are less concerned with the theoreti
cal application of Marxism and will
return to a frankly capitalist type of
economy dominated by State enter
prises. (In this connection it is
interesting that Beria is charged with
just this tendency which the govern
ment is itself carrying out). Such a
tendency would bring Russia more
clearly into line with the other great
powers and would again emphasize
the similarities which exist between
all government administrations. It
represents in no sense however a
“revolutionary” change, nor even a
liquidation of Stalin’s policy. Soviet
history is the record of just such an
alternation between collectivization
and the N.E.P. and there is no
reason to think that Malenkov’:
present proposals go outside this
pattern.

Mutual Aid in an Essex Village

The Judge held that the police chief
had a right to act upon the local ordi
nance (which was based upon an out
moded definition of ‘obscenity’) but he
had no right to threaten local vendors of
books (although he could prosecute for
obscenity) since the publishers of the
books were domiciled in New York and
were not amenable to Youngstown law.
Thus we see how the law of property
must be defended even at a cost to the
morals of Youngstown.
J.R.

Dockers Get
Less Pay
' J ’H E annual report of the N ational
Dock Labour Board has shown
that in spite of increased rates of
pay, actual income earned by dock
ers throughout the country has
fallen by about seven shillings a
week.
In 1951 the average earnings in '
the docks industry was £9 16s. 6d.
a week. During 1952 (the year to
which the report applies) the aver
age had fallen to £9 9s. 6d.
The actual degree of unem ploy
ment in the docks is always m asked
by the decasualisation scheme, an d
the falling off of work has been fur
ther hidden in 1952 by the additional
week’s holiday, for that year was th e
first for the dockers to enjoy a fo rt
nights’ paid holiday.

A SHRIMP and kipper shop is the playground.
+A latest welfare effort In Britain’s
Now the housewives take turns behind
The temporary release schem e, to
“Utopia village where anyone in trouble the counter and trade is on the up and
enable registered dockers to leave
ii given a hand.”
up.
the industry but to keep the d o o r
There have been strange goings-on at
Mrs. Katharine Baker, mother of five, open for their return when needed,
Parkeston, Essex (population 2,000), these said: “We sold 36 gallons of shrimps
has not been a success. In the w hole
last few days. Ted Silver, 32-year-old and over 300 kippers last week. We
country a maximum of only 1,196
shunter, who gels home from work ut used to have to take a 6d. bus ride to
was reached.
10 p.m., has been up and about again buy shrimps at Id. a pint dearer.”
at 3 a.m. to put to sea. He brings back
T he dockers’ average earnings a re
' Said George Coxshall: "Our fund pro still above the average fo r th e
the shrimps for the shop.
vides
fruit
and
swells
for
a
kiddie
in
A few hours later 42-year-old George
country as a whole, but it m ust b e
Coxshall, landlord of Ihe Garland Hotel, hospital, extra money for a man out of
remembered that those figures rep re
a
job,
and
so
on.
We
raise
money
with
is cycling round Ihe village delivering
sent long hours and overtim e som e
concerts
and
socials.
This
village
is
one
ip those who are too infirm to go to the
weeks, and no w ork at all othdrs.
big family.”
shop.
It is still an erratic industry, b u t That
Commented Mrs. Baker, a Scot, whose
The villagers decided lo open the shop
any class of worker, in these days
after two children had been Injured on husband Frank is.a ship's greaser: “I
of. rising prices, should be earning
the road. This, they decided, was the would not live anywhere else for the
—News Chronicle. i less, is a m atter for concern.
best way to raise money for o children's world,”

A,1"V ST.IC1SM in all its aspects and ini■ plications, and in the m anifold
varieties o f its expression, is fa r to o wide
a subject fo r a short essay. F u rth erm o re,
the term “m ystic" has been used in so
many different senses th a t one has to
define very clearly w hat one m eans by
w i n order to avoid am biguity. St. P aul,
TPlaiinus, St. Francis, St. A ugustine, St.
Teresa, M adam e G u y o n . M artin L u th er,
William
Blake,
E d w ard
C arpenter!
R abindranath T ago re, an d W alt W hit
man, have, am ong hu n d red s of others,
been defined as m ystics. W hat St. Paul
had in com m on w ith T ag o re, o r P latinus
w th Edw ard C arp en te r, to q uote tw o in
stances, w ould be very difficult to define.
T o add to the confusion, certain m odern
totalitarian philosop h ies a re now being
described as m ystical by psychological
authors like E rich F ro m m an d W ilhelm
Reich. F o r purely practical reasons,
therefore, 1 shall confine m y rem arks
mainly to m ystical experience o f the
“grand” o r m ore spectacular type, om it
ting the “ thinking in d ep th ” or rational
mysticism o f people like T agore o r W hit
man. who never repudiated the sensual

r R H b BO M

The N ature & Validity of Mystical Experience

o r n atural w orld; and who w ere'entirely
dividual members, and for which, the in and material associations and gives ful, to escape from ones self, these are
opposed to the struggles trials and to r
dividual must be prepared to sacrifice vitality and meaning to these traditional the requisites for the intense desire to
tures by which so m any of the mystics
himself. The idea underlying this philo concepts of goodness, purity, and chas be absorbed into the “wholly other" than
o f supernaturalism claim, and indeed
sophy is that man was made to serve tity, which have been inculcated by self. There is no better way to inculcate
seem, to have achieved their objects.
ends other than his own—for instance, tradition from infancy, it is external that feeling than to teach a child that
W ithin the scope of this essay, we shall
th at man was made fo r society and not authority, internalised, transformed, and
natural sexuality is sinful. 1 wonder
be m ainly concerned with the mysticism
society fo r man, this is the basis of all disguised as a revelation coming from a how many people in the modern world
which claims to be directly concerned
authoritarian religion whether of a super supernatural God through the medium know what it is "to blush at the thought
with seeking a relationship with som e
natural or humanistic nature. Now it of the inner self. Temperament cer of having a body” a i Platinus did. Yet
thing outside the self, and having as its
may be objected that the very basis of tainly plays a part, but education and it is quite possible to get to that stage
final objective com plete identification
mysticism is of the opposite nature— environment also play a very important
without any of the compensations of
with th at other person or thing, which
it frees man from the limitations of tra r6Ie in the making of a mystic. When we mysticism in its more spectacular forms.
it states to be the only reality. F o r most
ditional authority, it frees him from the consider the • great classical mystics like
While many will question the sexual
of the mystics connected wiith the tradi
desires and whims o f the body, and en Catherine of Genoa, St. John of the
origin of the idea of self-denial, and
tional religions th a t reality will be des
ables him to shake off the b'urden of his Cross, St. Teresa, or Mme Guyon, we self-abnegation, they must be few in reli
cribed as G od w ho is often conceived as
own self and become one with the find that in every case they fell very
gious, and even ethical circles, wfio think
supernatural, and always transcendent;
Reality that transcends space and time, early under the influence of the two great that these ideas are not in themselves
though he m ay to a certain degree be
or, if he is a humanist, become one with ideals of Monastic Christianity—self good—all mystics emphatically declare
regarded as im m anent at the same time. * the great spirit of humanity.
surrender to G od’s will and chastity. that the ideal is, self-sacrifice, the effaceF o r the m odern avow edly “hum an’* mys
Such an objection as this raises many
N ot only were these presented as good
ment of self, and the complete subjection
tics, the object o f their strivings to
very interesting questions. First of all,
in themselves, but they were also the
of the individual to a will or purpose
transcend self, will be a society, the
can the claim be upheld that mystical means by which the highest good could
outside himself. Most, in fact, declare
State, o r hum anity, which in some mys
experience frees m an from the chains of be secured—divine love. Evelyn Under that the ideal of mysticism is the com
terious way, is regarded as an entity
traditional authority? This is not a hill and others, have tried to show that
plete identification of the self with God,
w hich is greater th an the sum of its insimple, but a very complex question. the self-denial and ascetism of the mys and many claim to have achieved that
W hen the would-be mystic lays aside the tics was merely a negative thing—the aim. To the mystic, love of others is a
sensual world, when he shuts his eyes removal of certain distracting influences virtue, love of self is a sin. 1 have often
and ears to sight and sound, represses his from their lives so that they could devote
wondered why self-love should be re
appetites, so th at he can no longer enjoy
the whole of their energies and time to garded as a sin. The commandment
their satisfaction in the natural way; and seeking God. But human experience as about loving our neighbours uses selfwhen he repudiates traditional authority. well as the evidence of modern psycho love as the yardstick without passing any
an d have only tendencies tow ards a kind
When he has succeeded in doing all this, logy, goes to show that instincts cannot strictures upon it. In other words, the
of anarchism . As an illustration, let me
he thinks he has lopped off and thrown
be psychically lopped off and thrown
manner in which we love ourselves is
briefly describe the political system of
away all these undesirable instincts; but away in this manner, without having very the criterion by which to judge our con
the K abyle— th e native Berber popula
all he has really done is to drive them
great repercussions on other spheres ot
duct towards our neighbours; and through
tion of A lgeria— as it existed before
into the realm of the unconscious, out human activity. This is particularly true
our neighbours—"our brothers whom we
being em asculated by the F rench gov
of which they arise again in many dis of sex, but it is also true of other in have seen—we may come to Jove God
ernm ent. T h e K abyle are a n ' agricul
guised forms. Often what arises is less stincts. Chastity is never merely an
whom we have not seen.” I think
tu ral, village-dwelling people.
T heir
acceptable to the individual than the abstention—a negative virtue; it has far
many people including the mystics make
dom ain is one o f the m ost densely settled
natural instinct which has been repressed reaching repercussions and colours one’s the mistake of regarding self-love and
regions in N o rth A frica. P rior to the
Personally, I selfishness as synonymous, and that self—this he regards as a temptation of the whole emotional life.
1870's each K abyle village was an inde
devil. Sometimes what arises is infi think it is at the basis of the whole idea love and love of others are mutually ex
pendent sovereign un it governed by the
clusive. But self-love and selfishness
nitely more acceptable, it is beautiful, of self-renunciation, self-denial, and
village council w hich included every
pure, and holy, freed from all earthly self-hatred. To hate oneself, to feel sinW Continued on p. 3
m ale m em ber o f the village old enough
to observe th e F ast o f R am adan (about
16-18 years old). A ll m atters were
brought before the council w here they
were freely discussed and voted upon.U nless the vote w as unanim ous the m at
te r at hand was set aside until a later
W f H E N in 1908 Barone wrote his increasing number of workers’ rights will crease? Inefficiency and bureaucratiza
date. It is true th at in practice the elders
be to render capitalist exploitation un tion are only a minor explanation. A
’’
fam ous article on “The Ministry
and m em bers of the M arabout class (desprofitable
and finally impossible, and to major one is the existence of large un
o
f
Production
in
a
Collective
State"
the
cendents o f th e P rophet and o f various
usher
in
nationalisztion. It is worth productive bodies in the social structure
general
opinion
of
economists
was
that
saints) had considerable influence either
knowing
in
this connection that not the such as the army and other services and
th
e
economic
laws
they
had
studied
in
by virtu e o f their position and w ealth
m ore or less liberal capitalist states were least reason why railways and mines organizations of defence, to which per
(w hich they n o t infrequently used to buy
the only possible and natural laws, and were nationalized in G reat Britain was haps we may add the burden of unintelvotes) o r thro u g h th eir ability to p er
th a t if they were not allowed to obtain, that their owners could not at one and ligently developed social services. But
suade th ro u g h oratory. Nevertheless,
chaos and disaster would inevitably re the same time run them at a profit and exploitation there is and there is bound
this does not reflect upon the integrity
sult. Chaos and disaster did result in pay the workers the wages which they to be if one looks at the composition of
o f th e basic structure. Ideally, all the
the population in a country like Great
Soviet Russia, but some equilibrium was were strong enough to demand.
m ale m em bers o f the com m unity were
Britain where unproductively employed
subsequently established at least as stable
equal and nothing c o u ld ' be done within
In spite of all the objections usually people greatly outnumber the produc
as
that
of
any
capitalist
country.
Those
it unless all were agreed.
tively employed. It may all depend on
elements, in fact, which first appear as raised against Fabians in England and
Any man could, if he wished7 move to
socialist reformists on the continent, it the one fact that the State which inherits
chaos
and
disaster
are
called
order
and
another village and join it. Frequently,
prosperity as soon as they become is a fact of considerable magnitude and the capitalist legacy, and wants to pre
several villages formed a federation to
institutionalised. The industrial revolu importance that a s «long as the State is serve and increase the social and material
pursue some specific aims—usually re
tion
brought as much disaster and one thing and employers another, the advantages of capitalist economy will not
lated to feuding—but the sovereignty of
be able to dispense with that exploitation
chaos
to the countries in which it was power of the Law can be used to ratify
each village council always remained
effected as did the communist revolution and secure the workers’ conquests in through which these advantages were
intact.
their
struggle
for
emancipation.
The
created and secured. The State at any
in Russia. When and if Stalin’s book
The Kabyle, as Moslems, accepted the
on economics will be published we may State, in other words, can be made to rate will use its coercive power, against
spirit, at least, of Koranic law. Their
behave
in
the
most
unmarxisL
way
as
which there will be no appeal, to main
be treated to some interesting transla
society was one where the absolute ruler
tions of political coercion into “scientific” the guardian of the workers’ interests. tain its position of universal employer,
was Allah, but the specific political func
But
when
as
in
Russia
to-day
or
in
Great
and the science of economics will then
economic terms. Thirty years before
tions were to say the least, of an elemen
Britain to-morrow if nationalization be be merely a study of pretexts for and
Barone’s essay Brentano had w ritten:
tal democratic nature—similar to a
“If, as in a prison, it is precisely laid comes an accomplished fact, the State is results of coercion.
Quaker business meeting. In common
down what everyone is to consume, then the sole employer and wielder of all
with most Berbers, the Kabyle are
The professional economist may prove
only a counting of heads is necessary in legislative and coercive power, any
known for their spirit of independence
order to regulate production according attack on the workers' part against con my conviction ill-founded, but there is
and autonomy. To be sure, every Kabyle
ditions of exploitation will be considered motivating it an element of truth which
village had its gadi. or judge, as in all to needs.
as an attack against the Law and dealt the anarchist will readily appreciate.
Law
determines
economics
just
as
Moslem countries, who exacted fines and
with as crime.
The State is economically a parasite, and
much as economics determines Law. If
punishments on the basis of Kabyle
A dangerous assumption and wide most of the available evidence goes to
Bohm-Baverk thought that there was no
customs and Koranic prescriptions and
prove that it tends to multiply rather
real conflict between the two since econo spread belief concerning State owner
who derived his position from the village
than cut down parasitical bodies and in
mic power works through and not against ship and nationalization is that under
council. But, then, it must be recalled
stitutions. Even with things as they are
institutions, we may with equal evidence their dispensation there could be no room it should be possible for Society so to
that all people enforce custom by some
state that institutions may wreck, create for exploitation. It is an assumption adapt its economic life to the will and
kind of punishment.
economic power, or cause it to change and belief bred by the evolutionary initiative of its members as not to leave
On sum m ary, the K abyle political
hands. The conclusion to reach, or, optimism that dominated so much social room for exploitation. But the State is
system has m any parallels to the federal
rather, the assumption from which we ist and radical thought in the last cen
ism of Bakunin—a num ber of free vil
started, is that economic and other forms tury. A n easily selectable and telling not Society, and if we have forced the
lage comm unes sometimes federated for
of power, since they are not working evidence is there, however, to substan argument to prove the close interdepen
specific purposes. It is likewise repre
separately, should be studied together. tiate the contrary pessimistic claim that dence of Economics and Law, it is be
sentative of an essential equalitarian
There is no point in abstracting economic historical progress is to be read mainly cause exploitation, though ubiquitous
spirit pervading Lslam-r-the equality and
both in State and capitalist economy,
laws from their social context to have to in terms of increasing rationality and
brotherhood of all believers before an
modify or abandon them later each time efficiency in the forms of coercion and cannot be explained in purely economic
om nipotent diety. The Kabyle system is
their working in this same context is to exploitation. The progress of these terms. Exploitation occurs because of
the most anti-authoritarian variation on
be explained. Government and parties, forms would then logically demand the compulsion, and the forms of compul
a culture complex common to the Ber
though wielding some economic power, fusion in the State of all economic and sion are established by Law. Exploita
bers, f^ . the village council-free com
tion must be understood not so much
are mainly power of another sort, and coercive power. Capitalist dynamism
mune.*
it is by exerting this other sort of power has created such' complicated conditions, from the point of view of the exploiter
K abyle society is by no means a
that they can hinder and complicate the and its purely economic assumptions as was the surplus-value of marxist
model of an anarchist society but it
does contain within it a certain anarchist
free play of economic laws. To take an have proved so disruptive socially that theory, but from the point of view of
like direction or Ethos which is worthy
example outside Russia, parties in Italy increasing penalties and limitations will the exploited as mainly a sacrifice of
o f attention and, what is more, its type
said to represent the workers’ interests finally deal the fatal blow to its profit freedom, strictly conditioned if not made
o f structure (the agricultural community)
have caused legislation to be passed making motive, but then State compul necessary by Law. In a community of
is fa r more relevant to our own Western
forcing employers not to dismiss their sion, presented as social duty, will take free societies inheriting the industrial
structure of capitalism people would still
type culture than are those of isolated
workers in spite of shortage of raw its place.
hunting and gathering peoples.
materials or contractions in markets. But
I confess my present inability to trace have to work to earn their living but
H arold B. Barclay.
for State subsidies to the firms concerned and describe all the factors and their they will have at least considerable free
the price of the commodities they pro interrelations which would give cogent dom to decide what to do with their
•O ne might weli wonder what influence
duced would have risen out of all pro support to my conviction that exploita earnings and what their living is to be
this Berber institutional complex had in
portions with either the demand or their tion will not come to an end by replac like. In an economic State, and the
the development o f the free cities in
real cost of production.
ing capitalism with a State-controlled more so the more it will pose as a Wel
Spain and a general tradition of federal
This example shows also that one ad economy. It is obvious that State-owned fare State, this freedom will be practic
ist anarchism there (since, of course,
vantage of living under a capitalist concerns running at a loss will be kept ally destroyed, for through its control of
most of the Moslem invaders in Spain
system is that workers can force the running by subsidies obtained through culture and its congeries of social ser
were Berbers).
vices and disservices the State will re
government to reduce within increasingly taxation, and that it is by being taxed
Sources:
narrower limits the freedom of exploita instead of being underpaid that the claim most of the workers’ earnings, and
C oon , C a rleton : Caravan: The Story
tion on which the very existence of a
worker will be exploited. But why should decide how their money and their life
o f the M iddle East.
capitalist class depends. The ultimate
State concerns run at a loss, and why is to be spent.
W ysner , G lo r ia : The Kabyle People.
result of a legislation protecting an ever should taxation be constantly on the inG iovanni Baldelli.

Ex am p le s o f A n a r c h is t ic S o cie tie s
has p u b 
O lished excerpts from various works
c c a s io n a l l y

freedo m

on the social structure of certain preliterate peoples, notably the Eskim os all
of which indicate that people can and
do live in harm ony w ithout governm ent.
It is quite tru e th a t m ost Eskim o
groups are anarchistic, as are num erous
American Indian societies— the indigen
ous people of th e M ackenzie Basin
(Chippewyans, K asha and Dind groups)
and some o f those of the so-called
Plateau area (the Paiutes). All o f these
people lived in chiefless societies. They
knew neither class n o r caste. However,
it must be rem em bered th a t all o f these
cultures were
pre-agricultural.
T he
Mackenzie and Plateau are a cultures are
considered by m any anthropologists to
be about the most culturally barren of
all indigenous societies in N o rth A m er
ica. And the Eskim o represent one of
the most unique adjustm ents to a m ost
unique environm ent an d clim ate. Both
the Eskimo and their M ackenzie are a
Indian neighbours possess little o f w hat
might be legitim ately term ed a com 
munity life. G roups rarely exceed fifty
and during long periods o f the year the
largest group is an isolated nuclear
family. In all p rob ab ility n o .m ore th an
25-30 thousand people ro a m over m ore
than a million square miles.
Thus, it w ould seem to m e th a t these
examples of anarchistic societies a re not
as appropriate as som e others m ight be.
Tiny bands of w andering hunters are
considerably rem ote
fro m
com plex
societies em bracing a m illion o r m ore
people and founded u pon agriculture and
industry. T he fact th a t anarchism (of
some sort) exists am ong the Eskim os
does not deal w ith th e problem o f the
possibility o f a governm entless society in
a sedentary, urbanized area.
When we look outside th e confines o f
the pre-agricultural cultures, an arch ist
like societies are ra th e r scarce. Indeed,
the purists are certain to balk a t those
which might be offered since these cases
presented will not be so obvious as the
Eskimo. They will be “ ultra-dem ocratic"
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TH E G RO W TH OF
IDEAS
TN the midst of the record of dis
asters, of trains plunging over
viaducts, of airplanes crashing into
the sea, and now the beautiful Greek
isles suddenly transformed into a
vast cementery by the forces of
Nature, the progress report from
Blengdale Forest, on the western
fringe of the Lake District National
Park, comes as a breath of fresh air
and for anarchists, perhaps even as
a symbol
In 1928 the Forest Commission
made the first of a number of pur
chases — totalling 829 acres — of
;moorland which were planted with
young trees, so that to-day the moor
land is a handsome forest with trees
Lof up to 24 years old, and from
iwhich now much useful timber is
[being cut down. At the same time
pelf sown seedlings have sprung up
Sn places to regenerate it naturally.
’Ve quote from the Manchester
Guardian report:
E “Two successive thinnings have abolish
ed the regimentation of the trunks; they
,are no longer in rows. Nor ts it all
black within. Patches of sunlight dap
p le the ground; the foresters think that
(grass. moss, and ferns will grow over
it. The trees will be thinned again—
jevery three years—until by 1980 only
she largest and best of the original plant
ing will be left. They will probably be
BOOft. high and 18in. through the trunk
tat the bottom. Then they, loo, will be
[felled for the sawmills, but other trees
fcf various ages and species will be rising
[below them.”
I And to this once bleak moreland have
[come roe and fallow deer, and there are
[otters in the river Bieng. Forest flora
•and fauna are establishing themselves
and soon the original conifers will be
underplanted with hardwoods and “as
they mature, what have been blocks of
trees all of the same species, age and size
will become mixed woodland”.
To complete the picture, those 829
acres of moorland, have now added to
the natural beauty of the surroundings,
and, to quote again, “there is even now
an atmosphere of the German folk songs
about it”.
★
By 1980 those seedlings will have
Teached full maturity. In all probability
the 'men who planted them more than
fifty years before will not be alive to see
the fruits of their labour. But such
considerations have, fortunately, never
prevented Man from undertaking tasks
the results of which only future genera
tions will enjoy. Just as we enjoy to
day what has been produced by the past,
so the future will enjoy many things
started in the present which we of this
generation will not live to see realised.
Ideas and ideals are like the forest
of Blengdale, and if only this were more
clearly understood perhaps the people as
a whole would give more attention to
the “anarchist dreamers”, than they do
at present, and less attention to the
“ realists” who in our time have suc
ceeded in influencing thought to such an
extent that all ideas which cannot be
applied to the immediate situation are
rejected out of hand as utopian and im
practical. Trees do not grow in a day;
nor will they grow in a thousand years
if men were not prepared to plant them
because they could not hope to live long
enough to see them grow to their full
stature.
Revolutionists who abandon their
revolutionary ideas for the satisfaction
of "seeing results” in Reformism are like
the man who plants a forest of quick
growing trees which are cut down in a
few years for firewood. All that is left
is a desert of tree-stumps. He has not
allowed the original trees to grow nor
the "self-sown seedlings" to spring up
and regenerate the forest. There is no
shortage of these impatient men in the
world. And it would seem that they
have in the inter-war and post-world-war
years succeeded in .contaminating the
patient men and women who were pre
pared to plant forests with ideas that
took an unforseeable time to reach their
full fruition, but which once they did
left a permanent mark, something of
value to mankind. And it is a quality
of such forests that when the original
ideas are outdated, there has grown up
alongside them, the “self-sown seedlings”
ready to play their role as did their pre
decessors. This is the natural process
io the life of trees and of Man . . . and
St ideas.

W E are always assured by the
apologists of the workers’
fatherland that capitalism and all its
vices have been abolished in the
Soviet Union. Yet in this period of
“self-criticism” (excluding criticism
of Malenkov and Co. of course, ex
cept by Malenkov and Co., and
which ends in a Beria) all kinds of
abuses are being revealed which
must make our native C.P.Ts very
uncomfortable. In Pravda recently
(Aug. 5) reference is made to the
fact that too many “capitalist-style
apple-polishers” are getting ahead in
the Communist party system.
The party organ, in a leading
editorial broadcast by Moscow radio,
rapped the knuckles of local party
organizations for letting little groups
of “mutual encouragement” creep
into factories and state farms.
There are only two proper condi
tions for promoting workers and
party members to local cadres,
Pravda said. They are first “politi
cal reliability” and second, “suita
bility for any given job.”
Complaining that this principle is
frequently violated, Pravda said:
“Some people select the cadreis by
the principle of personal devotion,
comradely relations, local patriotism
or nepotism.”
“At the same time,” the news
paper added, “workers who are
honest and know their job but who
do not tolerate shortcomings, and
therefore cause unpleasantness to
their superiors, are squeezed out of

their jobs and replaced by others
who are of doubtful use but who
suit the leaders.
‘Instead of a group of respon
sible workers,” Pravda said, “a little
family of close people is set up—a
group whose members strive to live
in peace with one another and keep
their mistakes to themselves.
“Familiarity of this kind creates
an intolerable situation of mutual
encouragement under which there
can be no place for criticism or selfcriticism.”
Pravda warned also that some
people who are all right on efficiency

but doubtful as to political confi
dence have “penetrated into respon
sible posts.” It reminded the faith
ful that “under conditions of capi
talist encirclement, agents are being
sent into our midst and will con
tinue to be sent.”
This “business-only attitude”, it
said, “would suit the imperial agents
well enough.”
It is all very well for the Com
rades to say: “Well the beloved
leaders are attacking these abuses”.
What we would like them to explain
is how in this non-capitalist paradise
such a situation has been allowed to
develop.

Conditions in Italy
H o w far we are from having extreme poverty 'are found in the
solved even the problem of South and in the islands, principally
every human being having the bare in Sicily and Sardinia.
As to housing, the report makes
necessities of life is indicated by the
findings of an Italian parliamentary grim reading. The committee said
Committee which has been investi that almost one-fourth of the popu
gating poverty in Italy. One of lation has less than adequate hous
every nine Italian families lives in ing. Two per cent, live in cellars,
extreme poverty. One of every thir garrets of warehouses. Eight-tenths
teen families never eats meat, drinks of one per cent, or 92,000 families,
no wine and has no sugar. In actual live in barracks or caves. More
figures this means that 1,357,000 than 8 per cent, are crowded into
families live in conditions of extreme three persons per room, and another
want “at the lowest level of life”, 12 per cent, live in habitation with
whilst an equal number live in con two persons per room.
In Naples, biggest city in South
ditions of extreme want “at the low
est level of life”, and an equal ern Italy “19,000 people live with
number live in conditions of “less- out roofs over their heads or in bar
acute poverty”. 7,616,000 families racks or caves”.
are in “modest” conditions and
It is not surprising that the inci
1,274,000 are “well-off”.
More dence of illiteracy is highest in the
than 80% of the families living in South and on the islands. About

30% of tile population in these areas
can neither read nor write (com
pared with one-third of one per cent,
in the industrial city of Milun). On
a national basis the committee esti
mated illiteracy as ranging between
10 and 20 per cent.

A Ducking for A utho rity
E V E N the serious New York Times
cannot resist reporting an incident
which hardly encourages respect for those
in high authority.
It occurred on
board the American battleship Missouri
and the story was told by officers in this
way:
Frank C. Naish, Assistant Secretary of
Defence, boarded the Missouri when she
stopped at Guantanamo on her way back
to this port from a midshipman training
cruise in South American and Caribbean
waters.
Somewhere between Guantanamo and
the Hampton Roads, arrangements were
made to “transfer Mr. Nash from the
Mighty Mo” to a destroyer in the train
ing squadron. A line was rigged between
the two ships and the Defence official
climbed into the breeches buoy.
Out over the Atlantic Mr. Naish skim
med. When he was about midway some
thing happened. Maybe it was acciden
tal that the line became slack, maybe
somebody thought it woull be fun to
dunk one of the top brass.
Anyhow, before one cay say “Aye,
aye, sir,” the Assistant Secretary for De
fence was down in “the drink”.
Cameras clicked frantically as shutterbugs revelled in a field day. But soon
after Mr. Nash reached the destroyer,
safe and sound, but dripping wet, the
word was passed that all film should be
surrendered.
So it scents that posterity will be de
prived of pictorial proof of the Penta
gon’s predicament.
■■■■ ■■ ■■ ■ ■■ ■ ■■ ■ ■■ ■ ■■ ■■ ■ ■■ ■

The

Nature and Validity of Mystical

far from being identical, are really
opposites. The really selfish person does
not love himself too much, he loves him
self too little—he really despises and
hates himself he feels empty and frus
trated and feels he must snatch from
some source outside himself, the things
which he thinks will make him happy.
He can neither love others nor himself.
This I describe as the Conservative solu
tion of the problem created by self
hatred. It is excused on the philosophy
that each individual by his own initiative
in acquiring as much of the world’s
wealth as possible, will, in the long run,
benefit all. It is still the basic assump
tion underlying much of our social order,
or disorder.
The other type of self-hale is the self
less person; he too experiences all the
frustrations and inhibitions experienced
by the former type, but he adopts a dif
ferent solution, a solution which he calls
unselfishness. The selfless person does
not “want anything for himself” he
“lives only for others” and does not con
sider himself important. In politics he
will adopt the so-called Socialist solution,
which demands the sacrifice of the indi
vidual for the sake of the corporate
State, or the corporate society. In reli
gion he will support the idea of “the
mystical body of Christ” he will always
seek to identify himself witjh something
external to, and greater than himself,
he will tend to regard himself and others
in relation to the whole and to one
another, as the members of a physical
body are related to a central conscious
ness, and to one another—existing only
for the sake of the whole and having
no individual rights, no individual free
dom, and no individual consciousness.
This is of course the ideal of the mystic,
complete surrender of individual rights,
and complete identification with God—
the unity without the multiplicity—the
many swallowed up in the all embracing
One.
If the foregoing analysis is correct it
appears that both selfishness and selfless
ness spring from a common source—the
lack of self-love in the individual, and
his consequent inability to achieve satis
faction and happiness through his in
capacity to love others. Selfishness ts
acknowledged by many to be a vice but
selflessness is not always a virtue—the
soldier is the most selfless person in the
world, he throws his life into the furnace
of war on behalf of his country or his
ideology as one would cast a straw into
a flame, having no love of self, he has
no scruples about destroying others. The
world ^vould be a better place without

its soldiers, without its corporate States,
and bureaucracies; all of which thrive
upon the idea that coercion and inter
ference in other peoples lives is a duty
and a virtue.
The religious mystic however, does not
always choose one of the professions I
have just mentioned. He would admit
that they bear certain resemblances to
mysticism proper, but he would pro
bably say that they are of a lower order,
that they are a perversion of the true
mystical instinct Which is always restless
until it finds rest in God. He would,
also I imagine, deny that his ideal of
self-effacement, and his craving for
identity with the absolute has its source
in asceticism, that his contempt for self
draws its strength from both his re
pression of sexuality with consequent
inability to experience human love; and
his frustration of many other perfectly
natural instincts and legitimate human
activities. He will in fact regard all such
forms of self denial from a purely
negative point of view, he will say he
abstains from these activities, because he
wants to concentrate upon achieving
mystical union with God. In fact he
will say that his abstention has no more
significance than my refusal to go to
the pictures to-night because I wanted
to write this essay. However, as I have
already tried to point out, if the findings
of psychology and of human experience,
including the frank admission of some
mystics, are not completely misleading
such a position cannot be held. I have
not had time in the preparation of this
essay to examine the lives of individual
mystics with a view to proving or dis
proving this view but Prof. J. H. Leuba
in his book The Psychology of Religious
Mysticism says:— “Not one of the pro
minent representatives of mysticism lived
a normal married life. (George Jose is
no exception to this rule). The kind of
love bestowed by them upon God and
Christ is apparently incompatible with
normal conjugal relations. Many of the
curious phenomena to which most great
mystics owe in part their fame or
notoriety are due to perturbations of the
sex function consequent upon repres
sion.”
Until supporters of mysticism can
show that a person can have mystical
experiences side by side with the living
of a normal and full life, it seems to me
that we are quite justified in seeking a
rational explanation of mysticism in
terms of repression and frustration of
natural instincts. The other possible
explanation is that all men possess a
mystical instinct, which somehow has

Experience

become dormant in the majority and
highly developed in the great mystics.
Here it might be possible to explain their
asceticism and self-denial as being help
ful in attaining their object through the
laws of compensation. It is a well
known fact, for instance, that if a man
becomes blind he develops a very keen
sense of hearing, or if he becomes deaf
his powers of observation improve. By
the same analogy a mystical sense could
develop to a very high point of efficiency
when the other senses are put out of
action. Such an explanation is not en
tirely inconsistent with the other expla
nation but in order to uphold it, one
would require some evidence of a mys
tical instinct operating in parallel with
the other instincts,, and one would also
expect its operation to be complement
ary, and not antagonistic to that of the
other faculties.

i f * Continued from p. 2

rational could subject himself to such a
limitation.

As I have gone to considerable length
in criticising the defects and fallacies of
mysticism, it is now fitting that I should
consider the elements of truth which it
contains, apart from the psychological
factors which I think gave rise to it. In
the first place I do not for one moment
doubt the sincerity, neither do I doubt
the subjective validity of the mystic’s '
experience. I think however I have
every reason to doubt its objective valid
ity, as I doubted the objective validity of
my Evangelical friends’ experiences some
ten years ago. If I had never been a
Rationalist 1 could never have become a
Unitarian, all 1 have learned about the
religion of reason has strengthened rather
than weakened my faith in it. When the
Protestant mystic sees a vision of Jesus
and the Catholic mystic sees a vision of
I think it is important at this juncture the Blessed Virgin, and when the revela
to say something about the subject of tion received by one contradicts that
irrationalism and superationalism. Mys received by the other I feel justified in
tics often claim that the revelations they doubting the objective validity of such
have received are of a superational experiences. On the other hand some
nature, i.e. they could not be discovered of the basic assumptions of mysticism
by reason, and it is beyond the capacity have a certain element of truth in them.
of reason to judge them. They would Take the idea of turning away from the
deny, however, that such judgments are world, for instance. We know perfectly
actually contrary to human reason. It well that a society which demands that
seems to me that there is a fallacy in man must prostitute his creative instincts
this statement—human reason is fallible, in order to live, is detrimental to spiritual
it is possible to build up a completely life and it seems almost instinctive to
false picture of reality by reason— turn away from it. But the cure for
through lack of all the relevant factors. social evils is not to shut oneself up in
Now if a mystic claims to have found a a monastery and pretend that nature is
method of obtaining new knowledge inherently evil, but to work for social
which is superior to the rational method, revolution. The idea of union with
is there any reason to suppose that such God is derived from the great truth that
a revelation must be consistent with we must work with and not against the
human reason? If, for instance, in the spiritual and physical laws of the
days when human reason and knowledge universe, until such actions become in
seemed to indicate a flat earth, it had stinctive. We can indeed pray with
been revealed directly to somebody th a t' Tagore that our vision of the One may
the earth was in fact a globe, such a not be lost in the touch of the many,
revelation would have appeared irrational but we should also pray that our vision
and could not be checked by reason on of the One may not blind our eyes to
the basis of the data then available. the many. Tagore expressly said that
Such a revelation would have been irra salvation was not for him in renounciational from the point of view of the tion, he refused to shut his eyes to the
people then living. Similarly if we to sensual delights of the world,' he saw
day accept the idea of super-rational God in all things. He was not blind
revelation—there is no reason why such either to the evils and abuses of our
a revelation should not appear to us to society. Similar remarks apply to Whitbe irrational although it may be perfectly man and Carpenter. This seems to me
rational in the light of new knowledge. to be the true mysticism. Blake expresses
If we accept the super-rational it seems the difference between the two kinds of
to me that we need some safeguard mysticism very well when he says:-—
against the nonsensical and the false
being imposed upon us as higher know God Appears and God is Light
ledge. Our only defence would seem to To those poor souls who dwell in Night, m
be a refusal to accept anything that can But does a Human Form Display
not be tested by reason, and it is difficult To those who dwell in Realms o f Day. <'
to see how a believer in the superN. J. T eape-

Reform
pOR all those whose aim is a revoluttonary change in society the ques
tion is continually coming up as to how
far, if at all, we should support reforms
within existing society.
Those whose attitude is a purely intel
lectual or theoretical one will find the
answer easy. Since they are not inter
ested in making capitalism work or even
in making it palatable, they will, quite
correctly, maintain that they should not
support any reform of any kind, but
must go all out for the complete revolu
tion and will be satisfied with nothing
less.

and

R evo lu tio n

governments; two, the support the work
ing class has given to reformist political
parties.
1 do not wish here lo discuss the first
of these causes. In part, of course it
stems from the second, and if we want
to fipd out why the working class has
drifted from revolutionary movements
into reformist parties we must see what
the two have to offer.

Nigerian Delegation Here

army-trained, properly-conditioned, aver
age man-in-his-right-mind. Everybody
likes something for nothing, and it is so
much easier to conform to the society
in which we find ourselves and so much
more comfortable not to engage in
struggle against it but to try and rub
along with as little trouble as possible.

H e re and N ow

ft can be clearly seen then that capital
The Anarchist movement promises the
worker nothing. It tells him that what ism has been saved, not by its traditional
ever he wants he must get for himself, supporters,' like the Tories, but by its
and that if he is really determined he critics like the- Labour Party, who have
can get complete control of his industry, drawn off from more revolutionary
This altitude, however, can only be abolish the boss, the State, the police organisations the numbers which could
maintained if they are prepared to keep and all the apparatus of government and have made them effective. And that has
done by promising them something
their revolutionary activity on a purely live a dignified life in a moneyless society been
here and now.
intellectual or theoretical plane. And with complete freedom of access to all
Isn’t that legitimate? Anarchists at
this is an attitude which very quickly de he wants out of life. In order .to achieve
feats their own ends by divorcing their this he has to launch himself into a tack Christianity on the ground (among
others
of course) that- it encourages
ideas from existing and present possibili revolutionary struggle which may land
him in prison, which may lead to the humility and putting up with things in
ties.
world in order to win a reward in
For nowhere in the world to-day is sack, to being black-listed among em this next,
to which the Anarchist says,
there a class-conscious working class ployers, and all sorts of other unpleasant the
“We have only one life to live-diet's get
with a revolutionary aim. Nowhere do experiences. And the achievement of a the best out of it here and now.”
we see the possibility of a social revolu free society is uncertain, the time for its
What we have to consider then, is just
tion of a libertarian character in the inception unknown.
foreseeable future. In every country
All in all a worker sees that he may how valuable are the reforms which can
there is still a tremendous amount of grow old and die, having lived a life of be won in present-day society, and
preparatory work to be done and in most hardship that he might have avoided, whether there is any contradiction be
countries Anarchists are in the position before he sees an Anarchist society and tween the Anarchist insistence upon a
thorough-going revolutionary idea, and
of having to build up their organisation, reaps the fruit of his labours.
that of getting the best out of life in
or their groups, and definitely their in
On the other hand a reformist political this society whilst preparing for a revo
fluence among the people, from practi
party makes plenty of specific promises lution. •
cally nothing.
which are eminently possible and practi
If we believe that reformism has sap
T he R ise of R eform ism
cal. Nothing utopian like the abolition ped the revolutionary movements of
of
the
wages
system,
but
the
promise
to
The wide-spread Anarchist movements
much of their influence and impetus,
of the last Century and the early years improve wages here and now. No talk then is it not dangerous to play any part
about
free
access
to
all
the
means
of
life,
of this one have dwindled away through
in anything that may be termed reform
two influences. One, open repression by but a promise to increase old age pen ist? Should we take any part in wage
sions. No schemes for a free society but struggles when what we want is the
simply a promise to iron out a few of
abolition of the wages system. Should
the worst features of this one. Above we demand the abolition of the death
all no demands for hard work or sacri penalty when that can only be achieved,
fice; no risk of victimisation or prison; . short of the disappearance of the State,
all you have to do is walk to a polling through Parliamentary action?
E. A. GUTKIND s
booth once every five years and in com
The Expanding Environment 8s. 6d.
And if we embark on this activity,
plete secrecy and safety make a cross on
V . RICHARDS :
with whom should we be prepared to
a
ballot
paper
and
then
the
man
or
Lessons of the Spanish
collaborate, by what methods should we
woman you vote for will do the rest.
Revolution 6s.
seek to -achieve our limited objects and
MARIE-LOUISE BERNERI s
There is no doubt which would sound where do we stop?
P.S.
i Neither East nor West
the most attractive to the State-educated,
(To be continued)
cloth 10s. U p paper 7s. 6d.
Workers in Stalin’s Russia
Is.
SELECTIONS FROM FREEDOM
Vol. 1, 1951, Mankind is One
paper 7s. 6d.
L E T T E R S TO T H E E D I T O R S
Vol. 2, 1952, Postscript to
Posterity paper 7s. 6d.
TONY GIBSON :
Youth for Freedom
paper 2s.
I Food Production and Population 6d.
“ ANARCHISM originated among the back and let the historical process take
Who will do the Dirty Work? 2d.
’L -people, and it will preserve its care of the revolution.
PHILIP SANSOM :
With reference to the other types of
vitality and creative force so long only
Syndicalism—The Workers’
• as it remains a movement of the people”, anarchists and in particular those who
Next Step
Is.
wrote Kropotkin in Modern Science and give their loyalty to the Kingdom of
ERRICO MALA TESTA :
Anarchism. That is, its origins were God. I have always believed that anar
Anarchy
6d.
neither due to scientific research or to chism and religious loyalties were quite
Vote— What Fori
Id.
any system of philosophy but sprung incompatible, and that sooner or later a
M. BAKUNIN :
from the needs of the people. This fact conflict would necessarily arise. This
Marxism, Freedom and the State.
remains true to-day notwithstanding the coincides with the experience of those
paper 2s. 6d., cloth 5s.
mutilation of its simplicity by scientific people who have attempted such a mar
HERBERT READ s
riage.
and philosophical jargon.
Art and the Evolution of Man 4s.
Finally, I suggest that there are two
Existentialism, Marxism and
What scientific researches have done
Anarchism
3s. 6d.
for anarchism has been to give demon courses anarchists can take. Either they
retire
into a philosophical shell, or pro
Poetry and Anarchism
strable proof to many of the ideas held
cloth 5s., paper 2s. 6d.
and acted upon by anarchists. Philo pagate anarchism by whatever means is
The Philosophy of Anarchism
sophers and writers have merely given available to them. If the latter is the
boards 2s. 6d., paper Is.
coherent (and very often incoherent) ex chosen course, I suggest we could ponder
The Education of Free Men
Is.
on the following words of M. L. Berneri:
pression to a living force.
“We are not going to build up a move
RUDOLF ROCKER :
If we accept this, then to hold “that ment on obscure ideas. We shall have
Nationalism and Culture
cloth 21s.
anarchism deals with values and not with fewer ideas perhaps, but each of us
ALEX COMFORT :
facts” (G. Baldelli F r e e d o m July 18th) will understand them perfectly and be
Delinquency
6d.
can only be taken as a half-truth, and able to explain them to others.”
Barbarism & Sexual Freedom
the use of the word science need not London, Aug. 14.
R.M.
boards 3s. 6d.
conjure nightmares of Marxian dialectics.
PETER KROPOTKIN «
Anarchism is surejy concerned with
The State: Its Historic Role
Is.
values and facts, and few of us are any
The Wage System
3d.
thing but delighted when we see the
Revolutionary Government
3d.
Organised Vengeance Called Justice
results of our propaganda; two papers
2d.
sold and even one convert is an absolute
ALEXANDER BERKMAN r
and “pure” result. The convert, not “NEGRO’S HOUSE STONED. A thou
ABC of Anarchism
Is.
from his vacuum, but from the opposite sand jeering people yesterday stoned the
JOHN HEWETSON »
of the “diagonal of the parallelogram of house of the first Negro tenant to live in
Sexual Freedom for the Young 6d.
which anarchism and the other force a housing estate in Chicago.”
Ill-Health, Poverty and the State
give the length of the sides”. What a
Scottish Daily R.ecord, 12/8/53.
cloth 2s. 6d„ paper Is.
sterile existence not to hope for results
GEORGE WOODCOCK :
Somewhere
in America I believe, there
from our actions. It is in fact, nonsense
Anarchy or Chaos
2s. 6d.
is a statue of a nude Negro with out
not
to
consider
any
human
activity
in
New Life to the Land
6d.
terms of results; even the yogi gets stretched hands, uplifted head and eyes,
Railways and Society
3d.
the work of the distinguished Negro
results from his rfieditations.
Homes or Hovels'!
6d.
sculptor, Richmond Barthd. It is a
What is Anarchism7
Id.
As for the quotation from Schweitzer; memorial to the great Negro poet, James
The Basis of Communal Living 1s.
he is a Christian, and, noble character Weldon Johnson, author of the verses:
F. A. RIDLEY i
that he appears to be, he has an axe to
The Roman Catholic Church
THE NEGRO ASKS----grind. His quotation therefore can only
and the Modern Age
2d.
How would you have us, as we are—
be considered in the light of his Christian
*
Or sinki/ig ’neath the load we bear'!
Marie-Louise Berneri Memorial
beliefs, and is to deny the contention
Committee publication, ,
Our eyes fixed forward on a star—
held by anarchists that ethics have their
Marie-Louise Berneri, 1918-1949:
Or gazing empty, at despair7
origin in man's nature.
*
•
*
A Tribute
cloth 5s.
Journey Through Utopia
“PURE” ANARCHISTS
Rising or fallingl Men, or things'!
cloth 16s. (U.S.A. $2.50)
With dragging pace, or footsteps fleet'!
It had been freely acknowledged by
★
Strong willing sinews in your wings—
responsible Spanish anarchists themselves
K. J. KENAFICK ■
Or tightening chains about your feet ?
that many of their actions in Spain were
Michael Bakunin and Karl Marx
not anarchistic, but one is tempted to
paper 6s.
Sculptor and Poet both speak symbol
add that it is easy to remain "pure" ically of the challenge which the non
I T , R«d Lion S treet,
when one never runs any risks by doing white peoples now make to the while
anything. This is one of our criticisms world.
London, W .C .I.
of the "pure" type of Marxist. They sit Argyll.
H.T.D.
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Negro’s House Stoned
in Chicago

T Hi Northern Elements Progres
sive Party have sent a delega
tion from Nigeria to discuss electoral
reform with the Secretary of State.
The African League held a meet
ing in the Holbom Hall on Monday,
17th to welcome the delegation,
whose visit to Britain has not been
publicised by the daily press and
who have been bound to secrecy
according to the terms of the invita
tion from the British Government
until the conference is over, thereby
keeping the public as much in-ignor
ance of Nigerian affairs as they are
of African Federation.
Although our sympathies are with
Africans in their attempts to get rid
of British domination, we feel, in the
words of a ,member of the African
League that it is a waste of time
and money to send a delegation to
Britain, and what is needed is action
on the part of the Africans in Nor
thern Nigeria. After all, whatever
constitutional methods are granted
by the British Government there
will no doubt be a clause where they
can get round it when necessary, as
is the case in the new constitution
offered to the Central Africans
through Federation.

decessors.
Especially when the
Africans are perfectly aware of the
corrupting influence of British poli
tics on some of the Chiefs who have
been bought by the present adminis
tration.
The present voting system in
Northern Nigeria operates through
what is termed electoral colleges.
There are five stages of voting. The
people are summoned to attend a
certain centre in a local district.
There they are instructed to vote for
a person, usually the local chief,
who has been nominated by the
British administration. He in turn
votes with the other nominees from
other areas for someone else at an
other centre and so it goes on until
the fifth stage of voting is reached.
What the delegation wants is to have
their elections along the lines of
British Democracy. From an anar
chist point of view this is no im
provement, but the Democrats of
this country should certainly npj
deny this to the Africans if, as they:
claim, the greatest majority of!
people there so want it.

We cannot offer our wholehearted
support however, to the Africans in
their final aim which is to establish
another Government “of the people”
in the place of the existing one. The
only difference will be in the colour
of the skin of the governing group,
and although the leading speaker for
the delegation, Mallim Aminu Kano,
is young, able, enthusiastic and
idealistic and feels the backward
condition of the peasant and the
worker very strongly, there is no
reason to suppose that power and
the machinery of Government won’t
corrupt him any less than his pre

We suspect that, since the greatest!
number of people in this area are i
peasant farmers they are more con®
cemed about their crops than the!
political party in power, whether!
black or white. This was hinted at
by the speaker, who nevertheless
pointed out that peasants were prevented, through poverty, disease and
illiteracy from getting the best out
of the land.
We think that this party operating
as it must along the lines of Govern-1
ments everywhere will be unable to ]
completely eliminate this state oft
affairs, but the process will no]
doubt continue whatever the anar-j
chists say and we can only hope that]
when the British are finally kicked *
out it will mean at least one less'
corrupting influence for the Nigerian
people to deal with.
R.M.

The Dragon and the
London Anarchist Group
Y 'O U R correspondent’s quotation from
Kenneth Rexroth’s The Dragon and
the Unicorn makes me wonder why
George Woodcock did not quote that
particular passage when telling us of the
qualities of the poem.
I know that one should appreciate a
poem for its imagery more than for its
subject matter, but most members of the
L.A.G. are egoistic enough to be more
interested in knowing when our British
activities are noticed by foreigners.
Some of us however can remember
when the poet deigned to shun reality
long enough to pay us a visit in our ivory
tower, an experience which has inspired
one of our members, Denis Poxwreath,
to compose the following epic*
When Kenneth Rexroth
Visited the
London Anarchist Group
Nobody took much
Notice,
No red carpet was laid
Down no brass bands played.
To be treated like
Anybody else must be
Galling for an
American Anarchist Poet.
But as somebody
Said,
“You’re not an American
Anarchist Poet
You’re just American."
*Denis tells us it’s easy to write this sort
of poetry. You simply write prose and
tell the printer to set it up in lines of
unequal length.
Philip Sansom.

Tut! Tut! Gentlemen p le a s e !
TOKYO, Aug. 3 (U.P.)—Violence
flared in the Japanese Diet Saturday
night after a representative called an
opposition party woman law-maker a
“streetwalker”.
Mrs. Tsuruyo Tsutsumi, Right-wing
Socialist, was heckling Ichiro Honda, a
Liberal. Suddenly Jiro Arita, secretary
general of the Liberal party, turned to
the Socialist seats and shouted: “Shut
up, you streetwalker."
Irate Socialists rushed at Mr. Arita,
leaping over desks and shouting. Liberals
tried to stem ihe attack. The free-for-all
forced Vice-Speaker of the House Hyo
Hara to call a recess only six minutes
after opening the session.
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LONDON ANARCHIST
GROUP
OPEN AIR MEETINGS
Weather Permitting
HYDE PARK
Sundays at 3.30 p.m.
TOW ER HILL
Tuesdays at 12.30 p.m.
INDOOR MEETINGS
Watch this
column for announcement of
new meetings in September.

NORTH-EAST LONDON
DISCUSSION MEETINGS
IN EAST HAM
Alternate Wednesdays
at 7.30 p.m.
AUG. 26.—General Discussion
FREEDOM AND THE CHILD.

GLASGOW
OUTDOOR MEETINGS
from now until further notice
at
MAXWELL STREET,
Sundays at 7 p.m.
With John Gaffney, & others
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